Nanoparticles development for pulmonary vaccination: Challenges and opportunities
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ABSTRACT
Pulmonary vaccination is unique immune system protection treatment for the respiratory tract. Lungs contain large surface area for interaction with antigens. Nanoparticles as efficient drug carriers have been used for pulmonary vaccination. These structures contribute to the process either by encapsulating, dissolving, surface adsorbing or chemically attaching the active ingredients. Development of pulmonary vaccines via sub-micron particles has been investigated in this study. The nanoparticles deposited on the respiratory mucus, based on their size and charge, are either locally trapped or diffuse freely. Therefore, different mechanisms of particle deposition are defined based on the particle size and surface charges. Advantages and disadvantages of nanoparticles preparation methods as they pertain to pulmonary vaccine applications are comprehensively depicted. The adverse side effects of nanoparticles encountering immune cells is also discussed. Finally, the side effects and challenges of nano-pulmonary vaccines are discussed, offering a series practical suggestion for further industrial development and manufacturing of nanoparticle-empowered pulmonary vaccines.
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Introduction on the mechanism of pulmonary vaccination
Pulmonary vaccination is a unique vaccine application strategy to boost the immune system for the respiratory tract. The large surface area in the lungs is crucial for effective interaction with antigens [1]. Additionally, the lungs possess characteristics which are advantageous for pulmonary vaccine applications such as a dense vasculature, rapid absorption, a thin alveolar epithelium, lower enzyme activity and a high solute exchange capacity [2].

The lung is classified into two physiological sections: the conducting transitional airways and the lung parenchyma. A thickheaded mucus layer with dendritic cells (DCs) was existed in conducting part that facilitates trapping of vaccines. The cover of lung parenchyma are included from epithelial cells and prepared from antigen-presenting cells (APCs). As antigens input the lung, they are absorbed either by the macrophages or DCs [3].

Inhaled particles with AD (aerodynamic diameters) more than 5 mm deposit in the upper parts of the conducting airway. The diameter of particles put down in lower parts of respiratory ways are in the range of 1-5 mm. Using PRINT (Particle Replication in Non-wetting Template) technology [4], the design of particles with aerodynamic characteristics relevant to the desired deposition features have become feasible. Deposition profiles in the lung could be one of the effects of Non-spherical structures existence. In a reported study, PRINT enables a high weight percent loading of bioactive molecules on a 50 mg of inert particles and thus the respective local and stable pulmonary delivery showed at low particle concentration, therapeutic efficacy could be seen [5]. Vaccines with pulmonary delivery specification is induced sectional immunity more effectively than typical vaccination [1,6,7]. Due to the importance of pulmonary vaccines,
several vaccines in clinical trial was listed in Table 1 [8]. One of the advantages of this vaccination approach is the possibility of NP (nanoparticle) loading to enhance the vaccination. The long residence time of NPs in the lungs due to their ability to escape from the clearance mechanisms such as macrophage uptake, and translocation to the systemic circulation is amongst the key advantages of NPs [3]. For example, using PEGylated phospholipid nanocarriers as inhalation aerosols can significantly enhance the respiratory delivery through the nasal and pulmonary routes (Table 2) [9].

Several factors such as antigen dose, adjuvant type, deposition site, antigen release, and exposure frequency determine the outcome of pulmonary vaccination [15]. DCs, macrophages, monocytes, and B cells provide perfect physiological preconditions. In Mexico a randomized clinical trial in school children was done. In this research the diameter of aerosols of a measles vaccine were lower than 5 μm. Results of this experiment showed aerosolized measles vaccine induced a better antibody response than injected vaccine [15]. However, vaccine stability remains a concern when a liquid vaccine is utilized for pulmonary delivery.

Pulmonary vaccination using dry powder is more efficient and repeatable than that of the liquid aerosols. Particle properties can better control when making a dry powder vaccine, hence ensuring optimum inhalation and efficient delivery to the target site in the lungs. Recently, the efficacy of liquid and powder pulmonary influenza vaccines were evaluated in many preclinical studies involving mice and sheep [16,17]. Adjuvants were used to reduce the amount of antigen and induce CTL responses upon pulmonary vaccination. The advantages of adjuvant utilization for this application extends beyond these effects.

Adjuvants can be used to manipulate the ratio of different antibody subtypes prepared in response to the vaccine [15]. NPs are generally referred to particles with 1-100 nm however, NPs larger than 100 nm are required for well-organized drug loading [2,15]. Important physicochemical parameters influence the interactivity between antigen-loaded nanoparticles, immune cells and the immunological outcome include shape, size, hydrophobicity, surface charge, colloidal stability, solid-state characteristics, and bio-adhesive properties. Nanoparticles with 20-100 in diameter exhibit prolonged circulation time, as compared with smaller or larger particles. Late studies shows that 50-nm particles are more fruitful taken up by DCs in the pulmonary mucosa and induce costimulatory signals, as compared with 500-nm particles [18]. Following interaction with the biological milieu, hydrophobic NPs are coated by adsorption of plasma proteins, which prime the nanoparticles for approval by the reticuloendothelial systems [19]. In contrast, hydrophilic particles display extends circulation half-life in vivo [20]. The colloidal stability also affects the cellular interaction, as nanoparticle suspensions can aggregate over time and become internalized by mononuclear cells [21].

### Table 1. Examples of Pulmonary vaccines in clinical trials [8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine</th>
<th>Pathogen/condition</th>
<th>Administration route</th>
<th>Clinical trials (government identifier)</th>
<th>Status/phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neisseria lactamica</td>
<td>Meningitis</td>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>NCT03549325</td>
<td>Recruiting/Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSV ∆NS2/∆1313/ I1314L and RSV 276</td>
<td>RSV infection</td>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>NCT03227029</td>
<td>Recruiting/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSV</td>
<td>RSV infection</td>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>NCT03387137</td>
<td>Recruiting/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5Ag85A</td>
<td>Tuberculosis</td>
<td>Intrapulmonary</td>
<td>NCT02337270</td>
<td>Recruiting/I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aerosol type</th>
<th>PEG length</th>
<th>Therapeutic</th>
<th>Carrier</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>2, 3, and 5 kDa</td>
<td>Paclitaxel</td>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>5 kDa</td>
<td>Carcumin</td>
<td>PLGA-PEG chitosan</td>
<td>Ashhta, COPD, Cystic Fibrosis</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>8 kDa</td>
<td>Ciprofloxacin</td>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Respiratory infections</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colloidal dispension</td>
<td>2 kDa</td>
<td>Ciprofloxacin</td>
<td>PEGylated liposome</td>
<td>Respiratory infections</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>insulin</td>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additional factors are considered during utilizing polymeric NPs in formulation of vaccines, include glass transition temperature, crystallinity, and bioadhesiveness[22]. The antigen release correlates with amorphous parts of polymers. It is noted that the crystalline state results in decreased release rate of the loaded antigen [22,23]. Inclusion of bio adhesive polymers, improves the exchange and lengthens the contact time with the mucosal surfaces. Due to this fact, these drug delivery mechanisms are efficient for targeting drugs to specific cells [24].

Drug carriers like NPs function either by encapsulating, dissolving, surface adsorbing or chemical attachment for active component. Typical presentation of the lung structure focusing on the size of particles depositing is shown in Fig 1.

In this study, development of pulmonary vaccines concerning on the sub-micron particle loading is investigated. The therapeutic targets selected for vaccines include various regions of lung. The pulmonary vaccines for pathogen colonies that form on the upper parts of the lung (e.g. upper bronchi region) such as chlamydia pneumonia utilize carrier nanoparticles with particles larger than 5 micrometer average sizes [25]. In order to combat infections deep in the bulk of the lung tissue (e.g. streptococcus pneumonia and bacillus anthracis) particles with diameters smaller than 3 micrometers are used to produce the respective pulmonary vaccines [26]. There are various design strategies based on the need for specific target for the vaccines in development. Nano-in-Micro (NiM) formulation, multi core-shell structure design, utilization of excipient particulates along with the vaccine particles, and dispersion manipulation are among some of these strategies [27].

**Which nanoparticles could be used in pulmonary vaccines?**

Although studies have shown direct pulmonary administration of NPs is not feasible, NPs could be converted to dry powder inhaler (DPI) formulations by using safe excipients [9]. This technique enabled improved deposition and stability of NPs compared to direct administration of NPs.

Both natural (albumin, gelatin, alginate, collagen, cyclodextrin, and chitosan) [28] and synthetic (poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) [28], polyacrylates and polyanhydrides) polymers were used in formulation of pulmonary nanovectors [29]. Due to the mucoadhesive characteristics of chitosan, it could be favorable for mucosal vaccine delivery. It was reported that Chitosan has been broadly studied for delivery of vaccine antigens delivery in the mucosal surfaces during preclinical animal infection models [30-32]. However, chitosan presents low solubility under physiological conditions. Due to this issue its use for biomedical applications has been limited [33]. To miss this downside a number of functionalizes chitosan have been improved. Numbers of chitosan derivatives are contained trimethyl chitosan, hydroxyethyl chitosan, chitosan ester, phosphorylated chitosan, and sulfated chitosan [34]. Trimethyl chitosan is the most studied chitosan derivative for mucosal vaccine utilizations. Trimethylated chitosan NPs induce strong mucosal immunity against hepatitis B virus following nasal administration [35]. Trimethyl chitosan-coated liposomes were exhibited to persuade high mucosal and systemic antibody titers upon nasal administration [36] and had a protection against infection of Group A Streptococcus [37].

Gamma polyglutamic acid reveals high water solubility and biodegradability and was used for mucosal vaccinnation. Gamma polyglutamic acid-based NPs have been presented to induce protective immunity against influenza virus infection following nasal immunization [80]. Poly-gamma glutamate/chitosan NPs induced protective mucosal immunity against influenza virus infection [38]. Acceptable mucosal immune responses in the nasal mucosa against Group A Streptococcus infection using these NPs were reported [37].
Hyaluronic acid has a high biocompatibility, biodegradability, and mucoadhesiveness, which are desired properties for mucosal vaccination. It represents a multifunctional carbohydrate mediator of immune process [40]. Delivery mechanisms using hyaluronic acid-based have been tested for mucosal vaccination. Hyaluronic acid linked with heat labile toxin-based mucosal adjuvant (LTK63) was shown to induce systemic and mucosal antibody responses following nasal administration with the influenza hemagglutinin antigen [41]. In another study, nasal delivery of F1-V, which is a candidate recombinant antigen from *Yersinia pestis*, using NPs composed of hyaluronic acid and cationic liposomes induced robust humoral and a balanced Th1/Th2 immune responses [42].

The other major water-soluble linear polysaccharide is pullulan, which has been used for NP-based vaccine delivery systems designed to deliver antigens across the mucosa. A nanogel consisting of a cationic type of cholesteryl group-bearing pullulan formulated with *Clostridium botulinum* type-A neurotoxin induced strong tetanus toxoid- specific systemic and mucosal immune responses after nasal immunization [43]. Besides, the pullulan-based nanogels induced Th2 and Th17 cytokine responses in the serum and respiratory tract tissues of macaques after nasal coadministration with pneumococcal surface protein A [44].

Nasal administration of cholesteryl pullulan-encapsulated tumor necrosis factor-α NPs exhibits strong immunity against influenza [45].

High surface area of Nanovectors, could be resulted in developed drug loading, and these particles are small enough to cross biological barriers and transfer their cargo into cells [28]. Particles were entered in lung sections based on the particle size. The huge particles (1-10 μm) are located in the trachea and bronchi, whereas smaller particles (such as NPs) could be seen in the deeper parts of the lung. Inhaled particles may be deposited in the lung by the following

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanoparticle</th>
<th>Vaccine type</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA-lipid nanocomplexes</td>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>Targeting the large population of DCs and lining the airway</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid-Chitosan hybrid NP</td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
<td>Generated long-lived antigen-specific antibody</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGA-co-POL polymeric (NPs)</td>
<td>NPs are suitable for targeting lung DCs.</td>
<td>Bone serum albumin adsorbed poly PGA-co-POL polymeric NPs within L-leucine microparticles for dry powder inhalation.</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanoparticles (NP)</td>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>PGCs encapsulate immune stimulatory DNA in the core and bind peptide antigens through disulfide linkages.</td>
<td>[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liposomes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Diminorinyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC):cholesterol(CH) -(7:3) liposomes were prepared by dehydration-rehydration followed by freezing-thawing method. The enzyme, GUS, was successfully encapsulated and showed encouraging activity following desorption.</td>
<td>[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymersomes, 250 nm</td>
<td>influenza hemagglutinin (HA)</td>
<td>Polymersomes acted as an immune adjuvant and showed an improved immunogenicity.</td>
<td>[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), 900nm</td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
<td>PLA and poly lactic-glycolic-acid were tested for pulmonary delivery in rat spleen. Enhanced immune responses was reported.</td>
<td>[2,55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyanhydride nanovaccines encapsulating F1-V</td>
<td>H5N1 avian influenza</td>
<td>Amphiphilic CPT-EG: CPP nanovaccine enhanced early CDB+ T cell expansion and differentiation into effector memory phenotypes.</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGA-co-POL NPs in Pulmonary dry powder vaccine</td>
<td>Streptococcus pneumoniae</td>
<td>Antigen PspA adsorbed onto the surface of polymeric NPs encapsulated in L-leucine microparticles. PspA released from the dry powders-maintained antigen stability, integrity and activity.</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried bacterial rod-like structures (1-4 mm in length and 200-400 nm in diameter) coupled with small particles of leucine (1 mm)</td>
<td>Pulmonary vaccination</td>
<td>Showed drug efficacy and reduced the bacterial burden in guinea pigs.</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA bind with the polyelectrolyte DNA vaccine encoding the bacterial latency antigen Rv3736c</td>
<td>Binding showed enhanced T-cell immune response</td>
<td>[58]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alginate NPs</td>
<td>Diphtheria</td>
<td>Toward-loaded alginate NPs showed highest humoral immune response</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP and CpG</td>
<td>Mycobacterium tuberculosis</td>
<td>Better protection against challenge</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan-DNA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Enhances the immunogenicity of a DNA vaccine encoding HLA A*0201-restricted T-cell epitopes of tuberculosis</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
three mechanisms; impaction, sedimentation and diffusion. The particle size in impaction, sedimentation and diffusion was more than 5 μm, between 1-5 μm in diameter and the sub-micron particles respectively [46]. Depending on size and charge, NPs deposited on the respiratory mucus were either locally trapped or diffuse freely.

Long NP persistence enables interaction with cells of interest for a longer time in order to become effective by standing in the lung or crossing the air-blood barrier. The interaction of NPs with pulmonary immune cells was of great interest because NPs can be easily impacted in the lungs and immediately interact with various cells in the immune system [46]. Several applications of NP in formulation of pulmonary vaccine were shown in Table 3.

Substance, size and surface functionality of NPs can be attentional to optimized the pulmonary vaccination. It was estimated that an average human lung includes of about 300 million alveoli providing an 80–90 m² surface area of exchange. This surface area was enough to deliver a sufficient amount of antigen and NPs [2].

Immunostimulating complexes (ISCOM) are among the most efficient mucosal delivery systems. Particularly, they are effective in combating respiratory syncytial viral infections (RSV) [47]. These complexes include a matrix containing quillaja saponins, cholesterol, and phospholipids. The ISCOMs for pulmonary vaccination are geometrically hollow spherical structures including the mentioned molecules. They pose as multivalent antigens and promote phagocytosis by Antigen-possessing cells (APCs) [48]. Based on the size of ISCOMs they are considered as nanoparticles (50 nm) or microparticles (1000-50000 nm). The nanoparticle ISCOMS are among the most versatile nasal vaccine delivery systems [49]. Helgeby et al. [50] showed that cholera toxin A1 (CTA1)-DD/Quil-A ISCOM could be prepared and showed that it yielded a high-efficiency and activity influenza virus vaccine to be administered nasally. In another report by Abdel Kader and coworkers [51], showed that via Span 60 assembly niosomes with ability to control successful ocular delivery and release of naltrexone hydrochloride (NTX). Although the size analysis of the ISCOM were in micrometer range, the Ex vivo transcorneal permeation study showed that the structure was able to deliver and release the active antigen with high efficiency.

Interbilayer-crosslinked multilamellar vesicles (ICMVs) are nanostructured vesicles in capsule-like shape with multilayer lipid bi-layer walls cross-linked together. These vesicles are the perfect carrier to deliver antigens used for pulmonary vaccination. These nanoparticles have been modified with monophosphoryl lipid A (MPLA) which then is readily used as HPV vaccines approved by FDA [52].

**Importance of particle size classification and particle charge of NPs in pulmonary vaccination**

Based on the equation (1), the particle standings inside the lungs is probed by the aerodynamic particle size ($d_a$), a sphere’s diameter (density-1 g/cm³) in air with equal velocity to the particle in consideration [2].

$$d_a = d_g \sqrt{\frac{\rho_a}{\rho}}$$

Where $\rho$, $\rho_a$, and $d_g$ are the particle mass density (g/cm³), the unit density (1 g/cm³), and the geometric diameter (cm), respectively. Particles of 10 μm ($d_a$) and larger are usually impacted within the throat or sedimented in the bronchial region. However, being exhaled and often not being deposited in the alveolar region is the most common outcome of using particles smaller than 1 μm ($d_a$). It can be anticipated 1 to 5 μm ($d_a$) particles pass through the throat and reach the periphery of the lung. Since <1 μm particles main drive is diffusion and are often exhaled, they have to be delivered within microparticles. Microparticles prepared from NPs are about 1–5 μm (Optimal aerodynamic size for pulmonary delivery) and encompass inert pharmaceutical excipient acting as carriers [2]. In contrast, 10 μm < AD particles are put in the throat while particles with the diameter lower than 1 μm most likely enter the alveolar areas or are exhaled. Due to this reason, they are not appropriate for pulmonary delivery [58]. Spray freeze drying (SFD) produces porous spherical powders, with more than 90% of particles with 1-5 μm aerodynamic size. Size determines the antigen delivery through governing the direction, speed, and translocation efficacy into the lung parenchyma, lymphatic system, specific pulmonary APC populations, as well as the blood circulation system [58].

Considering the delivery to peripheral lung parenchyma, it is not advised to utilize too small, or too large particles. The former type of particles...
lead to increased subsequent exhalation and the latter causes the particle deposition in upper respiratory airway as well as mouth and throat. The 1-2 μm AD aerosol particles can be deposited in the lungs with up to 90% success rate should they be inhaled slowly and deeply. This method enables most of the aerosol to reach peripheral alveolar areas. Vaccine antigens are commonly categorized in three-dimensional types. The smallest antigens (< 10 nm) are comprised of proteins or viral subunit antigens that are often combined with adjuvants to form larger particles or aggregates.

The latter vaccine antigen preferable deposition occurs in the peripheral lung parenchyma. However, the former type (5-10 μm) mainly reaches the upper regions of the airways. NPs of ADs of <100 nm can travel to the alveolar region. Nonetheless, their deposition is disrupted by exhalation. The antigen and/or its respective carrier geometrical size also determines the interaction with particular APCs and pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of transferring the antigen to the draining lymph nodes (immune response generation area in the body). On the one hand, in studies with nanoparticles (<30 nm), these nanoparticles rapidly enter the lymphatic system and drain to regional lymph nodes passively. On the other hand, larger particles (from ~100 nm to a few μm) efficiently transfer into the lymphatic vessel APCs. These observations indicate the importance of particle size for local delivery of vaccine (Fig 2 and 3) [61].

It was reported that DC population of lung and the increase in production of lung chemo-attractants are related to cationic NPs. This effect can lead to utilization of NPs for pulmonary vaccine carrier applications [2]. Nonetheless, anionic NPs are internalized by AMs, which are considered as APCs. The main function of these APCs is clearing the lungs and sequestering foreign material and maintain homeostasis in the lungs. AMs are not the initial target of NP vaccines. Hence, rendering the design of DC-targeting particles more important. Anionic NPs secluded in AMs tend to be unsuccessful at evoking an adaptive immune response [2]. Cationic formulations offer superior responses specifically in the lung.

These cationic NPs lead to promoting an environment sufficient to express antigen-specific responses for vaccination, with minimal safety concerns and also modulated the local lung environment to improve the lung DCs recruitment and maturation. These milestones are accomplished while extensive AM clearance is avoided. In contrast, anionic NPs are proven to be inert in the lung from an immunological perspective. Hence, offering an alternative therapeutic potential towards tolerance promotion [2].

Effects of NPs loading on pulmonary vaccination

Nano- in micro-particle (NiM) was one of the effective structures for drug and vaccine delivery. It was presented that a dry nano-in-microparticle structure developed by a two-step method could be a promising route for vaccine applications. During that process, preparation of primary NPs via ionic gelation, was followed by dry powder vaccine fabrication via spray drying method. In a practical investigation, chitosan was found to be a reliable adjuvant and particle forming excipient as it possesses mucoadhesive and adjuvant properties.
It was shown that these powder vaccines can cause high capsule and device retention and consequently a failed vaccine delivery and ultimately injured the inhalator. The solution for this drawback was to add 1% magnesium stearate solution to the dry powder followed by blending for 3 hr.

A strong cellular immune response was elicited via treating NP-based vaccines attached to adjuvants as an immediate response to viral infections. Drug delivery approaches to the lungs for treating asthma would likely be accomplished by larger particles which release their active ingredients to extracellular spaces. Conversely, in the case of loading a respiratory vaccine, smaller particles with more potential of antigen cells uptake and delivery to lymph nodes are deemed more appropriate. Latest findings showed that regardless of their size, particles approximately remain in the lungs for up to 7 days after instillation. Hence, rendering them able to provide sustained localized delivery of therapeutic active ingredients via particulate formulations [61]. This observation was significantly different from the fast pace clearance shown for small particles (50 nm AD) and reflected the importance of design parameters for particle-driven therapeutic intervention applications [61].

Many identified DC subsets are categorically divided into cDCs and pDCs. Comprehensive investigations on murine and human lungs showed that two major subsets of cDCs were present in steady state conditions [65]. In murine lungs, these cDCs subsets expressed CD103 and CD11b, respectively [65,66]. While NPs of both positive and negative surface charges were able to transfer to the draining lymph nodes, both CD11b and CD103 lung DC subsets were exclusively associated with cationic NPs. Instillation of cationic NPs yielded the upregulation of Ccl2 and Cxc10. Therefore, the increased efficacy of pulmonary vaccine carriers with positively charged surfaces was explained through these cellular mechanisms [67].

An anatomic approach was to deliver NPs deep in the lung to target the large population of DCs lining the alveoli, which actively extend processes into the alveolar lumen to survey for microbes [53]. Vicente et al. produced lipid-chitosan composite NPs. This structure was comprised of an oily core with imiquimod and surrounded by a phospholipid layer and a chitosan coating. A hepatitis B protein antigen was adsorbed on the chitosan layer [53].

This design was in corroboration with the recent findings indicating that NPs captured by APCs are exclusively effective in the depth of respiratory tract. Sanders et al. [53] showed that when the antigen carried with ISCOMATRIX NPs delivered to the total respiratory tract rather than the upper respiratory airways led to stronger immune response induction.

Employing the mucoadhesive NPs could enhance the vaccine uptake by immune cells. This concept led to developing a process of co-conjugation of the danger signal flagellin to PPS-NPs. Through this approach an increased antibody titer to the vaccine antigen was achieved. Furthermore, when ovalbumin-containing 30-nm PPS-NPs were mixed with CpG, and delivered via pulmonary routes, induced enhanced cytotoxic CD8+ T-cell responses. Hence, enhancing the protection against an influenza virus in a more effective way compared to the soluble pulmonary vaccines.

NPs have also been designed to improve epithelial cell binding and transport across the epithelial barrier, further enhancing the pulmonary vaccine responses. Hemagglutinin adhesion protein that binds to Heparin has been identified as an antibody able to bind to heparin-sulfate-containing targets on epithelial cells of lung [53].

The required particle dimensions to optimally deposit antigen onto a specific lung compartment can be different from the theoretically ideal particle dimensions to target a specific APC. This dilemma was observed for vaccines using nanocarriers as they can abruptly reach draining lymph nodes with insignificant deposition in the respiratory tract. Hence, limiting their interactions with APCs. A new approach utilized incorporation of NPs into micrometer-scale hybrids as a means to address this problem. Through this technique, NPs were incorporated to form hollow or porous microparticles. These “Trojan” particles are empowered via the virtues of both nano- and micro-scale particles as the micronized hybrids were deposited in the lung. Nevertheless, the size-dependent features of NPs were maintained post-release triggered by lung’s humid environment and its lining fluid [61].

**Effective method of nanoparticle processing in pulmonary vaccines**

One of the major parameters affected on the
price and quality of pulmonary vaccines was the method of NP loading or preparation. Therefore, optimized method of NP preparation in pulmonary vaccine have been investigated in this study.

Pulmonary vaccination can be attained using aerosolized liquid or dry powder vaccines [58]. It was shown dry powder-based influenza vaccines were specifically attractive as they offer higher stability in comparison with liquid vaccines that at extremely low and elevated temperatures are prone to degradation. Creating stable dry powder compounds before nebulization has been identified as a solution to this difficulty. This modified vaccine could improve local and systemic antibody production [1]. Dry pulmonary vaccine could be produced by several drying methods like jet-milling, spray-freeze drying, supercritical fluid drying, and spray-drying. The engineering of particles that are hard to be readily synthesized by common manufacturing processes was made possible via spray-drying. Additionally, nanotechnology can be a practical route to systematically design and manufacture high-performance dry powder formulations [68].

Smith et al., performed split influenza virus vaccine subunit encapsulation in spray-dried microparticles which contained distearoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DSPC) and DPPC. Following that process, freeze-drying of the product yielded inulin-stabilized influenza vaccine powder which was then successfully delivered to the lungs in mice subjects [69]. Advantages and disadvantages of NP preparation methods were shown in Table 4. It is crucial to investigate NP properties influence on modifying pulmonary immune responses [2].

Pulmonary vaccination device

There are two primary methods for introducing medicine into the lungs: inhalers and nebulizers. Both types of devices essentially perform the same function: produce small droplets of medicine (increased surface area) administered directly to the patient during inhalation events.

Inhaler – Aerosol

Inhalers are portable devices filled with medicine that can be administered on demand by the patient in single, discrete doses.

Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of preparation methods of NPs used in pulmonary routs. Inhalers are currently used to treat a variety of lung conditions including asthma, bronchitis, pneumonia, and COPD. Inhalers are broken up into two categories: metered dose inhaler (MDI) and dry powder inhaler (DPI). MDIs, such as Aerospan, aerosolize the liquid medicine through a special nozzle to make administering the medicine more effective during normal inhalation. DPIs, such as Advair, aerosolize dry medicine during a forceful inhale to ensure the dry medicine breaks up into smaller powder and fly into the lungs. Both forms require special formulation considerations to ensure the delivery of medication is effective [70,71]. Both inhaler types will work for nanoparticle based pulmonary vaccination treatments. Nanoparticle vaccine can be specially formulated to maintain a consistent concentration in a liquid suspension or in a dry powder [70,72]. The challenge with nanoparticle-based vaccines lies in the formulation for these types of applications to maintain stability, proper aerosolization, and effective time-of-flight in the pulmonary tract to reach the target zone.

Nebulizer – Aerosol

Nebulizers are powered devices which
aerosolize liquid medicines into a mist that is easy to inhale. These are considered an active form of administration where the patient dons a mask covering the nose and mouth and can breathe normally while the nebulizer generates the mist for usually 5-10 minutes. Nebulizers are not as portable as inhalers and so are typically used for longer term treatments or for applications where inhalers would create more stress for the patient. There are three types of nebulizers: jet, which uses compressed gas to make aerosols by bubbling through a liquid reservoir and a nozzle; ultrasonic, which produces aerosols through ultrasonic vibrations (largest particles); and mesh, where the aerosol is made by pushing a liquid through a fine mesh (smallest particles). For all these types, the nanoparticle vaccine formulation would need to properly aerosolize with compressed gas, stand up to ultrasonic vibrations and vaporize, and effectively form discrete droplets when pushed through a mechanical mesh [70,71]. Nanoparticles by their nature can be designed to effectively form discrete units, much like a colloid suspension, in the air during inhalation. The nanoparticle size can be tuned based on the vaccine type to properly dose the correct quantity of vaccine during a normal nebulizer session.

Side effect and challenges in nano-pulmonary vaccines
One of the main properties of aerosolized vaccines has not been clarified yet is safety considerations, especially in high-risk child’s with asthma and HIV. Due to this fact, randomized trials contain disease-related end points on the clinical effectiveness are needed to assess utility and address safety of aerosolized vaccines [46].

A clear and final conclusion on pulmonary vaccines cannot be drawn, despite the various clinical tests. Most of obstacles and concerns during pulmonary vaccination was related to special groups such as children. A comprehended inhalation maneuver control is required to have effective drug delivery in the target aera, especially when the location of target is in the deep lung. Holding the breath for a minimum period of 5 seconds is desired for sedimentation time of particles. The older people may have larger residual lung volumes in comparison with their alveolar volumes; due to this issue finding a convective aerosol transport into this final airway generation is impossible. In addition, the total inhalation maneuver, taking more than 10 to 15 s including the breath-hold period, may be too long. Kids also have high breathing frequencies. Under 6 to 12 months babies are only nose breathers. Only children 4-6 years old can comply with the inhalation instruction given [1]. It is evident that the side effects of pulmonary vaccination would be different due to the various age of customers.

Several trial researches on pulmonary vaccination, have paid attention to safety considering the side effects. Investigations indicates that fever was the only adverse reaction presented more frequently for the aerosol group. In the dose-escalating study on pulmonary HPV16 vaccination in 18-45 years old women, mild pharyngeal discomfort was the only recorded symptom. One of the volunteer found that dyspnea, chills and fever after a booster vaccination. In this study, on pulmonary vaccination study with the valent pneumococcal vaccine (32 – 12 years), dry mouth, headache, diarrhea, dizziness, and chills was reported as side effects. However, it should be noted almost no volunteers with the pulmonary vaccines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liposomes, 30-200nm</td>
<td>Poor stability and drug loading efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymeric Micelles, 10-100nm</td>
<td>Poor translation of micelles platform between protein antigens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid polymer particles</td>
<td>Encapsulation lead to antigen degradation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dendrimers, 10-30nm</td>
<td>Inflammatory properties of some depredated products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon NPs, 50-400nm</td>
<td>Limited tissue permeability due to the high molecular weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cause inflammation and complement activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Need functionalization to ensure solubility and cytotoxicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some functionalized products do not activate innate immune system and inflammation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
vaccination developed measurable antibody titers. The main side effects in the control group receiving the vaccine subcutaneous were pain at the injection site, general malaise, and headache. Consequently, the information on safety of pulmonary delivered vaccines is restricted. With regard to safety, a specific target group, like children and immune compromised populations, require extra attention [46]. In a vivo researches on pulmonary vaccines shows that particle size augments uptake into the immune cells of the lungs, with larger particles taken up less than smaller ones. This result suggests a duality in design considerations based on therapeutic features [73].

The immunological response to nanomaterials in human cells is one of the most important obstacles that should be attention in the next academic and industrial researches [46]. Moreover, the adverse side effects of NPs encountering immune cells also are important to be attention, such as immune-mediated destruction or rejection, which might cause the elimination of NPs and immune-toxicity, and damage to the immune system [46].

**Important comments for scale up and industrial production of pulmonary vaccine**

Some major instructions and parameters for understanding and solving the problem of pulmonary vaccine production are presented below:

Studies showed, with confirmation from academic reports, the use of pulmonary vaccine require more standardization of dosage, delivery device, and the aerosolized airway safety are needed for adoption confirmation of industrial products [15]. One of important factors for industries is sensitivity of nano-pulmonary vaccine to the temperature and maintenance of the cold-chain from the industry to the end customer which increased product price. Thermally staple NP carriers in pulmonary vaccines are suggested to overcome the temperature problem and decrease the production cost [69].

Dry powders may retain have a lower power over the same period in the absence of cold chain facilities in comparison with liquid phase. This is resulted in decreasing the safety risks from using contaminated materials. According to these considerations, dry powder improvement/stabilization has been focused in both industrial and academic researches. Powders are generally less complex and cheaper than that of the nebulizers and have the advantage of being more immunogenic in comparison with the liquids [1].

Pulmonary adoption for elders is another important focus of industries. Inhaler devices for low-age babies and children are too expensive to be disposable. Many inhalers, especially those having capsules, need the inhalation of 1.5 to 2.5 liters of air to exempt the entire dose in the inhaled air stream [1]. Prepare a stable adjuvanted influenza totally inactivated virus vaccine for pulmonary vaccination is one of the high-attentional academic approaches. Therefore, careful evaluation of antigen and adjuvant stability is required to determine storage temperatures and date of expiration [15].

In academic investigations, major fundamental questions have to be answered. For example, why does a particular vaccine induce a stronger immune response and protects against infection after pulmonary administration than that of the type of vaccine does not? This is because the vaccines are formulated differently can cause different aerosol properties, like particles size distribution. Additionally, optimal site of NP deposition is one of the important motivations in academic studies. Proper formulations and aerosols can be developed in combination with an inhalation equipment suitable for the target populations based on the deposition site [1].

Glass transition temperature (T_g) can have a major role in maintaining pulmonary powder properties at upper temperatures for a long period. This is because the residual moisture in the powder vaccine during storage. The presence of residual moisture in powder during packing can drastically reduce the T_g of the final product, compromising vaccine deposit at high temperature. Thus, evaluation of T_g after lyophilization is critical to define storage conditions for industries. Powder characteristics are the function of several complex phenomena such as diffusion velocities, distribution of components at the air-liquid phase, evaporation rate of droplets, and concentration gradients.

**CONCLUSION**

One of the important advantages of Pulmonary vaccines is the effective local immunity than that of the conventional vaccination. Other huge advantages of pulmonary vaccination is the possibility of utilizing NPs to enhance the
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vaccination. This study shows that based on size and charge, NPs deposited on the respiratory mucus are either locally trapped or diffuse freely. Depending on the particle size, various mechanisms of particle deposition in the lungs could be defined.
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